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1 Warming up.
2 Checking homework.
3A linguistic battle.
4 Research work.
5 Consolidation( hometask).

2 Checking homework.
Yes, I agree, but on the other hand
sometimes it’s a problem to dress
Each game must have some
in a proper way, maybe use a
rules. You were divided into 2
st
groups: the 1 group was given a dress code at school. I think
casual clothes or something like
task to make a list of rules for
that can distract from studies.
students and the 2nd group-for
Do you really think that teachers
teachers. Let’s check them up
won’t
give much homework? What
and discuss. Don’t forget to use
about be always ready to
the expressions.
help pupils.

На доске открываются правила для учеников и учителей.

Rules for students.
Be quiet and polite to all.
Don’t be late for school.
Do your homework regularly.
Don’t speak loudly.
Dress in a proper way.
Keep the classroom clean.
Don’t interrupt the teacher.
Don’t break school rules.
Don’t use mobile phones during the lesson.
Rules for teachers.
Be polite and tolerant to pupils.
Don’t speak loudly.
Follow a dress code at school.
Don’t interrupt pupils while answering the task.
Don’t give much homework.
Don’t use mobile phones during the lesson.

3 A linguistic battle.
Well, we have already had 2
items for our presentation ( the
picture and the rules). Now we’ll
see how well you know the
words which help us with the
work. There are 2 teams in our
class and the team that gives
more words on the topic
”School” is the winner. You
have 3 minutes. Ready, steady,
go.

Teacher
class
Blackboard
computers
Student
desks
Tables
copybooks
To study
to
bully
To make mistakes to be
strict

Our congratulations to the
winner.
4 Research work.
And now is the main part of our
lesson. Look around , you see a
lot of portraits of famous English
people who played an important
role in the country. And now you
have some portraits of the
teaching staff and
administration . Who would you
choose to be put in the
presentation , who are the main
players of our school? Make the
gallery of school leaders
matching the pictures with the

На проектной доске фотографии директора, завучей и учеников из совета
гимназии. Соотнести фотографии с пояснительной подписью.

I think the head teacher
is…….
To my mind the head
teacher’s assistants
are……….
I consider the members of
the student’s council to
be……

names. This is the task for
information group.
All the rest are going to do some
research work and collect the
pieces of treasure answering
the questions.
You may use the Internet, the
information of our school site,
walk around the school and
inside it, ask the teachers and
the administration, ask pupils or
students.

While we are collecting your
information, our information
group is making the
presentation of our game.
The first to come with pieces of
treasure will get bonus.

Before our presentation is made,
we have some time to see a film
about schools in Great Britain.
So think “ What can we do to
make our school better?”

На карточках у учащихся вопросы:
When was our school founded?
Who was the first head-teacher of the school?
How many forms are there in our school?
How many schoolchildren are taught in the school?
How many students finished our school with gold medals last year?
How many teachers work in our school?
What is the area of our school?
How many poplar- trees grow in front of the school?
How many computers are available for students and teachers in all three
buildings?
How many pages are there in our web-site?

В качесте бонуса первые, кто справился с заданием получает карточку с
заданием: расшифровать слова по теме»Школа»

Учащиеся просматривают учебный фильм-Opportunities in Britain.

OUR SUGGESTIONS:
Make the atmosphere more
informal at some lessons.
More delicious food in the
canteen.
More sports facilities.

O.K., let’s put your
recommendations in -to our
presentation. So, who would like
to comment ?
Can you add anything?

I study at gymnasia №2 in
Kolomna. My school is one
of the best, oldest
specialized schools in our
town. It is famous for its
high-quality education and
strict discipline. It consists
of three buildings and its
total area is 2400 square
metres. There are many
trees and bushes on the
territory of the school and
we can see 20 poplar
trees in front of it. It was
founded in 1957 and the
first head-teacher was
M.Kastuev.
Now our
school is the biggest in
Kolomna. There are 43

Используя информацию слайдов ,учащийся комментирует.

Our school is our treasure
• How many pieces
of treasure can you
collect?

classes and 1092
schoolchildren there. 63
teachers , members of
administration work in our
gymnasia. It is wellequipped. 86 computers
are available for students
and teachers in all three
buildings. Our school has a
web-site and it has 8
pages. Our students always
take part in different
competitions and
Olympiads and we are often
the winners. Last year 7
students finished our school
with gold medals and 11
with silver ones.
We are proud of them and
we are proud of our
teachers and school. But I
think to make our school
life better we suggest
making the atmosphere
more informal at some
lessons, having more
delicious food and more
sports facilities. Welcome to
our gymnasia!

5

Consolidation(hometask).
Did you like the lesson?
What did you like most of all?
Would you like to show our
presentation to your friend of
other schools or even of other
countries?
It’ s only a demo-version. What
other pieces of treasure can you
collect think about it at home.
So, your hometask is using our
presentation( it will be put in our
web-site) make 2 or 3 slides in
addition to a topic”Our school is
our treasure.”In today’s game
we don’t have winners ,but
we’ve done great work and our
award is our presentation. All of
you get excellent marks. Thank
you for the lesson, good bye.

I did. It’s very unusual for
me to do such work , but I
like it.
I think It will be interesting
to show it to our friends.

